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Modern engineered systems are rarely designed once, rarely 
designed in isolation, and rarely ever complete. The braking 
mechanism in your car evolved from the mechanical lever 

brake on horse carriages and was soon enhanced with hydraulics 
to improve braking power and stability. Electrical components were 
introduced with the advent of power-assisted brakes. Antilock brakes 
began as mechanical feedback control systems to prevent aeroplane 
wheels from locking and eventually migrated to automobiles.

Today, automobile brakes incorporate electronic stability control, 
traction control, adaptive cruise control, emergency brake assist, and 
more. What was once a lever is now a system comprising distributed 
computers, independently braked wheels, and the sensing of human 
input, vehicle performance, and obstacles in the environment. Vehicles 
themselves are components of larger systems, interacting with urban 
traffic monitoring and control systems that adapt traffic lights, express 
lanes, and metering to meet social demand. Another example is the 
telescope, first constructed from two glass lenses; today, more than 
8 000 mirrors are actuated every few milliseconds by a distributed 
network of computers in the Extremely Large Telescope at the Eu-
ropean Southern Observatory. Over time, stand-alone products are 
replaced with platforms, and even the simplest ‘lever level’ designs 
evolve into dynamic, interdependent systems.

Many complex systems bridge the fields of computation, informa-
tion technology, and physics. Computing, information technology, 
and communication systems are often collectively referred to as 
‘cyber’ systems, and they directly interact with the world around us 
in new and valuable ways. An emerging field of science is the study 
and development of engineered systems that bridge the cyber and 
physical worlds. These CPSs are engineered to continuously and 
dynamically interact with their environment through the coupling of 
distributed computational and physical components. CPS applications 
are all around us and include smart grid, vehicle traffic networks, 
smart buildings, cooperative robots, telecommunications, automotive 
systems, and avionics. 

A CPS is characterised by three fundamental and deeply inter-
woven behaviours: Computation, communication, and control — the 
three Cs of CPSs. The young science of CPSs evolved from the need 
to meet increasingly urgent and sophisticated engineering challenges 
on a global scale. The science is founded on traditional embedded 
systems design and expands into more meaningful and complex 

systems, making it a field with significant potential for innovation 
and social impact. In Cyber-Physical Systems: Imminent Challenges 
[1], Dr Manfred Broy, founder and dean of computer science at the 
Technical University of Munich, writes that cyber-physical systems 
‘can change the way individuals and organisations interact with and 
control the physical world, and be as revolutionary as the internet.’ 
Despite its youth, the science of CPSs has already produced impactful 
and actionable results.

Unique and emergent design challenges

Like all engineered systems, the design of a CPS must overcome 
stringent resource constraints including cost, power consumption, 
reliability, scalability, and performance. Many of the techniques used 
to meet these constraints omit the most unique and fundamental 
property of CPSs: they must achieve meaningful, dynamic, and pre-
dictable interactions with the real world. As these systems increase 
in prevalence and complexity, their designers must bridge the knowl-
edge domains of the cyber and the physical. They need to design 
beyond constraints and beyond implementation details and instead 
design for the behaviours of the system in terms of its environment.

The evolution of a simple design into a complex system is 
commonplace, but we still struggle to manage complexity while 
accelerating innovation. As your business grows so does the size 
and impact of the systems you deliver, and the cost of developing a 
component surpasses the cost of integrating that component into a 
larger system. This cyber-physical design challenge is only amplified 
when designs span software, networks, and physical processes, and 
failing to tackle this challenge can result in poor designs and stalled 
innovation. Domain experts focus less on new design and more on 
the integration of cyber and physical components, often with little 
insight on how a component behaves when integrated with others. 
Systems become brittle and intractable; engineering investments shift 
from domain expertise to systems integration and from innovation 
to standardisation. Innovative businesses cannot afford to design 
products today without anticipating the cyber-physical design chal-
lenges they face in the complex systems of tomorrow.

CPSs are too complicated to be designed using disparate tools 
and techniques. Central to solving the cyber-physical design chal-
lenge is designing beyond implementation and instead at the system 
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level. White House assistant director for Robotics and Cyber-Physical 
Systems, Dr Vijay Kumar, underscores this importance, stating there 
is ‘an urgent need to develop design methodologies that will pro-
vide real-time, guaranteed performance in cyber-physical systems.’ 
Engineers need tools for the holistic design of the system and its 
interactions with the real world.

For example, in 2003 a three-day electrical blackout affected 55 
million people in the northeastern United States. Power flow model-
ling tools used to analyse the physical properties of the power grid 
did not model the behaviour of the automatic control systems, nor the 
network effect of cascading shutdowns. This exemplifies the need for 
holistic design in cyber-physical systems. CPS design methodologies 
enable you to model and explore the interactions between the cyber 
and physical worlds, helping to identify and prevent these and other 
types of failures that may otherwise remain hidden.

Solving the cyber-physical design challenge

One of the proven methodologies for meeting the cyber-physical 
design challenge is model-based design, which emphasises modeling 
to design, analyse, verify, and validate dynamic systems. Engineers 
derive models from system specifications and the analysis of the 
environment and use them to design, simulate, synthesise, and test a 
CPS. These modeling techniques illuminate the interplay of practical 
design with formal models of systems that incorporate both physical 
dynamics and computation. The manual integration and deployment 
of these models are costly, time-consuming, and error prone. System 
design tools with the right levels of abstraction allow cyber and physi-
cal models to be automatically combined, simulated, and deployed, 
and the same models are adaptable for requirements tracking and 
hardware-in-the-loop verification.

Another proven design methodology for CPSs is the platform-
based design, which was pioneered at the University of California, 
Berkeley. If is used widely across the automotive and aerospace indus-
tries to plan and build platforms that scale to large complex systems 
with long life spans. You can use a platform as an abstraction layer to 
think about application-level constraints without concerning yourself 
with implementation refinements. With the right levels of abstraction, 
you may separate design concerns by defining platform elements 
with clear interconnections, which results in highly componentised, 

composable, and modularised designs. Clear interconnections make 
it possible for you to replace or upgrade platform elements with com-
mercial off-the-shelf hardware to decrease development costs and 
simplify life cycle management. You can reuse, repurpose, retool, 
or leverage platform elements for test frameworks, requirements 
tracking, verification, and documentation. Platform-based design 
and model-based design are complementary design methodologies 
that are often used in parallel. When you adopt a system design 
tool, you adopt a platform that unifies design methodologies, spans 
multiple levels of abstraction and multiple modes of computation, 
reduces the cost of integration, and accelerates the innovation of 
your next platform.

Conclusion

Better CPS designs are achievable with disciplined design meth-
odology, holistic development tools, and commercial off-the-shelf 
hardware. Returning to the example of the carriage brake lever, note 
how a once simple design can evolve into a ubiquitous and complex 
CPS. This begs the question: What levers are you designing today, 
how will they evolve into the complex systems of tomorrow, and 
do you have the right design tools to make that tomorrow a reality?
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